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There is an ongoing debate on the impacts of the exchange-rate on growth. On the one hand, some argue
that a more depreciated exchange rate makes a country’s exports more competitive, ultimately leading to
faster growth. On the other hand, there are those who do not attribute any role to a depreciated exchange
rate, especially over the long term. In fact, people in this camp argue that a stronger currency can spur growth
in less developed economies by cheapening capital goods imports, stimulating investment and pushing these
countries closer to the technological frontier – in addition to positive secondary effects on inflation and the
monetary policy cycle.

Rodrik (2008) concludes that a more depreciated exchange rate has positive effects on growth. Using data
from 1950 to 2004, he finds a positive relationship between exchange rate misalignments and per capita GDP
growth rates in emerging economies: according to the author, depreciated currencies correlate with higher
growth rates, while overvalued currencies are associated with lower growth rates.

However, Gonçalves (2017) updates and enhances the exercise used by Rodrik (2008), and concludes that
there is no evidence linking undervalued currencies to greater economic growth. Gonçalves reproduces the
methodology employed by Rodrik and applies it to a more updated sample (1950 to 2014), and finds that the
effects of the exchange rate on economic growth are statistically insignificant when controlling for the country’s
domestic savings rate. In addition, when the author removes outliers from the sample, he again finds that the
effects of the exchange rate on economic growth are statistically insignificant, even without controlling for the
savings rate. The study also highlights that a more appreciated exchange rate does not lead to growth—the
coefficients are insignificant when separately estimating the betas for deviations in the depreciation and
appreciation of currencies.

In fact, in countries with low domestic savings rates, the real exchange rate appreciates to help balance
excess domestic demand when it rises above the country’s potential growth rate. In these countries, when
household consumption, investment or government spending (domestic demand) rises above the domestic
savings capacity, the country needs to import savings from other countries to fund growth. This process occurs
by “making” domestic goods more expensive than imported goods, so that excess domestic demand can
migrate to the rest of the world. The real exchange rate needs to be adjusted in order to allow for this import of
foreign savings. In other words, when a country’s demand rises far above the local economy’s supply capacity,
or if inflation rises, if the country is open to international trade, the nominal exchange rate appreciates so that
some of that domestic demand can be met via imports, which is basically the supply capacity—the savings—of
the rest of the world.

Obviously, there are limits to how much the real exchange rate can appreciate, the first of which is foreign
debt When a country begins to import a high volume of goods and services from abroad, the current account
deficit grows, and this deficit is funded through debt or direct investment. When it’s funded through debt,
there is a point at which agents may no longer be willing to finance that country because of what they believe
are unsustainable debt levels. In this case, financing costs rise, country risk worsens, and source of foreign
financing dry up. Eventually, the country will be forced to reduce its debt levels, which is often done via
exchange rate depreciation or increasing domestic interest rates, causing a slowdown in demand. Even when it
is funded by direct investment, profit and dividend remittances may make it difficult to keep the deficit under
control at times of strong domestic growth, leading to depreciation—although this type of funding is more
sustainable in the medium term.
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Two other factors deserve to be mentioned in this debate. The first one concerns the endogeneity
of the real exchange rate. The real exchange rate is an endogenous variable—i.e., it is beyond the
government’s control. In the above example, if the government tries to prevent imports when
domestic demand is rising above the local supply capacity (savings) by imposing import barriers or
controlling the nominal exchange rate, the country will only end up producing more inflation, which is
one way in which the economy tries to keep domestic prices lower than external prices, thus allowing
domestic demand to keep growing above its potential. In other words, the real exchange rate will
continue to appreciate, only instead of appreciating via the nominal exchange rate, the inflation will
produce a real appreciation. Of course, this process leads to a redistribution of capital allocation in the
economy, with exporters “suffering” less with the real appreciation process than they would with
nominal appreciation for some time, while local production costs do not rise to the point of
eliminating the benefit of depreciation, at which time a further round of depreciation will be required
to produce the effects of the original stimulus provided by the exchange rate control or import barrier.

This finding results in an economic policy prescription that is reasonably accepted in the debate. At
times of accelerating private consumption, the government can contribute to prevent the exchange
rate from appreciating too much by slowing down government spending. In addition to the direct
effect of exerting less pressure on domestic demand, there is an indirect effect on the interest rate. A
more moderate growth of domestic demand lowers the probability of inflation surprises, which in turn
keeps interest rates lower and, via the rate differential, exerts less pressure for the appreciation of
domestic currency.

The second factor concerns the different effects of exchange rate shifts on domestic demand and on
the GDP. With a more appreciated exchange rate, consumers can benefit from cheaper goods, either
because the exchange rate favors imports, or because domestic prices are prevented from rising
excessively (in which case the government does not interfere in the nominal rate) as foreign
competition puts a limit on local inflation. In this case, household consumption and investment can
rise significantly, promoting social welfare without necessarily requiring growth in GDP, as excess
demand can be met by imports—in other words, excess growth is redirected to the rest of the world.
During such processes, the local manufacturing industry grows less than domestic demand or the GDP,
and the allocation of capital favors consumers, importers and foreign manufacturers.

Of course, all of these processes are a little more complicated in practice than described here in the
theoretical framework There are always important and distributional issues that come up when
discussing the exchange rate, including trade agreements, countries that engage in dumping,
discrepancies in the tax burden and legislations of different countries and the generation of jobs
among various sectors. In any case, international experience shows that changing the trend of the real
exchange rate via macroeconomic imbalances is neither possible nor desirable. It is better to correct
such imbalances rather than to distort the allocation of capital even further by artificially shifting the
nominal exchange rate.

Bringing the analysis to the specific case of the Brazilian economy, the data indicate that its highest-
growth period coincided with a more appreciated exchange rate, which is not surprising given the
country’s low savings rate. The period between 2007 and 2014 was marked by an appreciated real
exchange rate compared to its historical average, and saw significantly high GDP growth (3.9%), well
above Brazil’s average of 2.2% (1988-2017), with domestic demand growing 5.2%, and industrial
production up 1.1% over the same period. Exports, by quantity, rose 0.7%, while imports increased
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9.1% per year. In another circumstance, during the fixed exchange rate period, when the Brazilian real
was strong, the economy grew 3.3% on average. In 2010, when the country recorded its highest
growth in history at 7.5%, the real exchange rate was 20% below its historical average.

In the case of Brazil, it is also worth mentioning the effect that commodity cycles have on the
exchange rate. The highest-growth period for the Brazilian economy also coincided with the
commodity boom, which had a positive impact on both domestic growth and on the appreciation of
the real exchange rate, by causing an increase in the terms of trade (the ratio between export and
import prices). Because it is a major exporter of commodities and given its significant share of the
global supply of agricultural and metal commodities, as well as oil (albeit it on a smaller scale), having
attractive international prices for these goods ultimately impacts income in several regions of the
country, with an overall multiplier effect that provides a significant boost to the Brazilian economy. In
general, high international commodity prices also mean that the global economy is expanding, and
global economic cycles also have an impact on the Brazilian economy, even though it is a relatively
closed economy. Nonetheless, the prescription of controlling public expenditures still applies in this
case, because the exogenous shock from commodities can only be offset by a contractionary fiscal
policy. But that did not take place in Brazil in the recent past, which contributed to an exchange rate
appreciation led by demand and by the high interest rate differential between Brazil and the rest of
the world, causing both inflation and the trade deficit to rise for part of the period despite the
increase in terms of trade.

Chart 1 – Real effective exchange rate and historical average of real exchange rate, since 1988
June 1994=100

Source: BC, Bradesco
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Periods with a depreciated exchange rate in Brazil are associated with phases of macroeconomic imbalances,
which slows down the growth rate. For example, between 2001 and 2003 and between 2015 to mid-2016,
periods with a significantly depreciated exchange rate, the Brazilian economy grew on average just 1.9% and
shrank 3.6%, respectively, with domestic demand falling 4.9% and manufacturing down 7.3% over the latter
period. The only exception to this combination of a depreciated exchange rate and low growth was in 2004,
when a still undervalued real exchange rate and robust global growth strengthened the external channel
significantly. This was also a period in which the country risk fell considerably due to the macroeconomic
adjustments made at the time.

Finally, it is worth looking at the most recent period of the Brazilian economy. The nominal exchange rate has
been virtually stable at the range of BRL/USD 3.10-3.30 for nearly two years, with a slight appreciation of the
real exchange rate compared to the historical average. Over this period, lower domestic demand produced less
pressure on the savings rate, which continues to fall, consequently leading to a major surplus in external
accounts. In addition, the combination of an economic recession, reduced government spending, less impulse
from domestic demand via earmarked credit, quasi-fiscal policies and a lower tax burden may cause interest
rates to fall, narrowing the interest rate differential with the rest of the world and building the foundation for a
relatively stable exchange rate. Given the efforts to enact fiscal reforms and the acceleration of domestic
demand, we can naturally expect the country risk to fall and the real exchange rate to appreciate again, which
will have a positive impact on household consumption and investments. However, due to a more balanced
macroeconomic environment, this appreciation of the real exchange rate will take place with lower domestic
interest, controlled government spending and insignificant external imbalances over the next few years.

Table 1 – GDP, demand, quantity of exports and imports and manufacturing output, average annual
change for select periods

Periods GDP Demand Exports Imports
Manufacturing 

Output

1994 até 1998 3.3% 0.0% 2.5% 21.8% 2.7%

2001 até 2003 1.9% 0.6% 11.3% -4.3% -5.6%

2007 até 2014 3.9% 5.2% 0.7% 9.1% 1.1%

2015 até 2016 -3.6% -4.9% 5.8% -13.5% -7.3%

Average annual change

Source: IBGE, Funcex
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